DHS Quietly Purges CISA "Mis, Dis and Malinformation" Website To Remove Domestic Censorship References

KEY TAKEAWAYS


2. A FOUNDATION FOR FREEDOM ONLINE INVESTIGATION OF WAYBACK MACHINE ARCHIVES HAS DETERMINED THAT LATE LAST WEEK, DHS SCRUBBED AND RE-DIRECTED A LONGSTANDING WEBSITE LINK THAT WAS HOME TO THE DHS CENSORSHIP TEAM THAT COORDINATES PRIVATE SECTOR “COUNTER-DISINFO” FIRMS TO MASS-FLAG SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS USING DHS’S “DOMESTIC DISINFORMATION SWITCHBOARD.”

3. THE SCRUBBING COMES AGAINST THE BACKDROP OF MOUNTING PUBLIC AWARENESS AND PROACTIVE CONGRESSIONAL INQUIRY AND SUBPOENAS INTO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT’S ROLE IN DOMESTIC CENSORSHIP

FINDINGS

Since May 1, 2021, CISA.gov/mdm had stood with an open public declaration that it classified domestic opinions deemed domestic “misinformation” as an attack on “democratic institutions,” and therefore as a category of cyber threat to be neutralized by DHS’s cyber division, the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA).

Provided below are highlighted screenshots of CISA.gov/mdm snapped by the Wayback Machine on May 1, 2021.
In this first screenshot, the MDM page describes how DHS used to only be involved in censorship work against foreign-based social media opinions. Then, the Countering Foreign Influence Task Force changed its name to generic “Mis, Dis and Malinformation,” which included domestic-based social media opinions.

FFO has previously covered the Foreign-To-Domestic Censorship Switcheroo described in this video found here.

The CISA site plainly stated it believed it could take action to neutralize domestic speech online by classifying purveyors of domestic misinformation as “domestic threat actors” on par with someone conducting a traditional cyber-attack.
The former CISA site went on to proudly tout its role in coordinating the private sector's censorship of domestic citizens’ Covid-19 narratives as well:

**COVID-19 Response**

As COVID-19 spread around the globe, misinformation (MDM) spread as well. COVID-19-related MDM activities seek to undermine public confidence and sow confusion. COVID-19 has demonstrated that a rapidly evolving event creates opportunities for adversaries to act maliciously. It also shows that rapid evolution of accurate information makes older, dated information a potential catalyst of confusion and distrust as well. The MDM team supports the interagency and private sector partners’ COVID-19 response efforts via regular reporting and analysis of key pandemic-related MDM trends.

**MDM Resources**

- CISA Insights: Preparing for and Mitigating Foreign Influence Operations Targeting Critical Infrastructure
- CISA Insights: COVID-19 Disinformation Activity
- COVID-19 Disinformation Toolkit
- Disinformation Stops With You Infographic Set (also available in Spanish)
- Election Disinformation Toolkit
- Foreign Interference Taxonomy (also available in Spanish)
- Information Manipulation Infographic (also available in Spanish)
- MDM Planning and Incident Response Guide for Election Officials
- Resilience Series: Bug Bytes Graphic Novel
- Resilience Series: Real Fake Graphic Novel
- Rumor Control Page Start-Up Guide
- Social Media Bots Infographic Set (also available in Spanish)
- Tactics of Disinformation Series (also available in Spanish)
- Tools of Disinformation: Inauthentic Content (also available in Spanish)
- War on Pineapple: Understanding Foreign Interference in 5 Steps (also available in Spanish)
FFO extensively covered CISA’s domestic censorship of Covid-19 in this report.

This is how an obscure cybersecurity subagency tucked within DHS justified making censorship instructional videos like the one pictured below.

But sometime last week, between Friday, Feb. 24 at 4:37 p.m. and Sunday, Feb. 26 at 5:55 a.m., CISA’s once loud-and-proud declaration of long-arm jurisdiction over domestic opinions online seems to have been walked back.

The site page for cisa.gov/mdm now redirects to a generic, foreign-only focused counter-disinfo page:

https://www.cisa.gov/topics/election-security/foreign-influence-operations-and-disinformation

All references to the word or concept of “domestic” inward-facing role of CISA have been carefully scrubbed:
The references to CISA’s censorship of Covid and 2020 election claims have disappeared as well.

Perhaps CISA hopes to reverse what is now several years of outright government censorship of domestic speech of American citizens. Or perhaps they are simply hoping no one will notice, or people will forget.
CONCLUSION

The public-private domestic censorship operation coordinated by the federal government has quietly been organized to quell the online opinions of everyday Americans. Although DHS began to tout their coordination of such efforts publicly on their website, groups like Foundation for Freedom Online have exposed the backbone of this taxpayer-funded domestic censorship apparatus. As a result, it is no surprise that DHS appears to be backtracking on the public display of their domestic censorship efforts.